Milas Bodrum
General
Aviation
Terminal
Your Exclusive Gateway To The World

BODRUM

OTHERS WISH YOU A
NICE TRIP; WE GIVE YOU
A UNIQUE ONE.

TAV General Aviation Terminals offer you the most
exclusive gateways to the world from the three major
cities of Turkey. In our domestic and international
terminals with separate waiting lounges designed to
provide our VIP guests with the best service possible
before and after flights, we have thought of everything to
ensure your comfort.
Welcome to the world of privileges of the TAV General
Aviation Terminals, where you can spend a pleasant,
hassle-free time at the airport.

comfort

THE BEST
TRIPS START WITH
UNPRECEDENTED
COMFORT.

BODRUM
The General Aviation Terminal is situated on a 1,234
square meter site to the east of Milas Bodrum Airport
International Terminal. Popular with global celebrities
visiting Bodrum and its vicinity, particularly for summer
holidays, Bodrum Terminal is one of our special gateways
to the historical and natural attractions of the Aegean
Region. Offering all kinds of comfort, the Domestic
Terminal has one departures/arrivals hall, while the
International Terminal includes halls each reserved for
arrivals, departures, and waiting as used by teams or
people welcoming or seeing off their loved ones, making
for four separate halls in total.
Security, customs and passport procedures can be
performed without long queues at the General Aviation
Terminal.

As the prominent feature of the terminal, these services
will help passengers to save time while traveling either
by private jet or with airlines. Our guests are welcome to
enjoy comfort and quality in our specially designed quiet
lounges, escaping crowds and noise, before boarding
at the terminal. Passengers can continue working at our
lounges thanks to Wi-Fi Internet access available across the
terminal, watch the news on TV, or enjoy complimentary
food and drinks served by our experienced staff.
As the portal to Bodrum for prominent figures in economy,
business, culture and sports, the General Aviation Hall is
Bodrum's most exclusive gateway to the world.

